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a b s t r a c t 

Ageing leads to a decline in white matter microstructure and dexterous function of the hand. In adolescents, it 

has previously been shown that the degree of right-left asymmetry in the corticospinal tract (CST) is linearly 

related with right-left asymmetry in dexterity. Here, we tested whether this association is also expressed in older 

adults. Participants completed a simple circle drawing task with their right and left hand as a measure of dex- 

terity and underwent whole-brain diffusion weighted imaging at 3 Tesla ( n = 199; aged 60–72 years). Fractional 

anisotropy and mean diffusivity of right and left CST were extracted from a manually defined region-of-interest. 

Linear regression analyses were computed to replicate the analyses in adolescents. Frequentist analyses were 

complemented with a Bayesian analytical framework. Outcome measures were compared with those previously 

reported in adolescents (aged 11–16 years). Asymmetries in white matter microstructure of the CST were evident 

and comparable to the degree of lateralisation observed in adolescence. Similarly, asymmetries in dexterity were 

evident, but to a lesser degree than in adolescents. Unlike in adolescents, we found no evidence of a linear rela- 

tionship between asymmetries in CST microstructure and dexterity. Complementary Bayesian regression analysis 

provided moderate evidence in favour of the null hypothesis, pointing towards a lack of association between the 

structural and functional measures of right-left asymmetry. Our findings are compatible with the notion that, 

by late adulthood, a diverging impact of age on white matter structure and dexterous hand function dilutes the 

structure-function relationship between CST microstructure and manual proficiency that has been reported in 

adolescents. 
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. Introduction 

The motor function of the hand declines with age, impairing one’s

bility to perform skilled manual actions ( Bowden and McNulty, 2013 ;

ard, 2006 ). Reduced dexterity affects activities of daily living such as

ressing, eating, hygiene maintenance and medication use. Since these

otor skills determine maintenance of functional independence, older

dults with impaired dexterity are more likely to require social care and

o live in supported housing ( Ostwald et al., 1989 ). Further, from bank-

ng to vaccine appointments, a wide range of services are increasingly re-
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iant on the dexterous handling of computers and mobile phones. While

ecent developments of age-friendly technologies have been promising

arston and Samuels (2019) , these only remedy a symptom. To address

he cause, we must better understand dexterity within the context of

geing. 

The ability to independently move and jointly control individual fin-

ers in order to produce stable and automatic movement patterns with

he hand is at the backbone of dexterity and enables the skillful ma-

ipulation of tools (e.g., pencil, spoon). This requires a fast flow of in-

ormation from the motor cortex to the spinal motor neurons supplying
itz). 
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he hand muscles, via the corticospinal tract (CST) ( Andersen and Sieb-

er, 2018 ; Lemon, 2019 ; Lemon, 2008 ). The CST shows a significant

egree of lateralisation. Previous work from our group used diffusion

eighted magnetic resonance imaging (DWI) of the brain to study the

icrostructure of the CST in typically developing right-handed adoles-

ents. Mean fractional anisotropy (FA) was found to be higher in the left

ST than in the right CST ( Angstmann et al., 2016 ). The degree of right-

eft microstructural asymmetry in the corticospinal tract was linearly

elated with right-left asymmetry in a measure of dexterity: The larger

he right-to-left asymmetry in CST FA, the larger the relative right-hand

dvantage in terms of fluent circle drawing ( Angstmann et al., 2016 ).

e do not yet know, however, whether this structure-function relation-

hip, observed in adolescents, is preserved in old age. Examining the

elationship between these asymmetries in CST microstructure and cir-

le drawing ability may provide valuable insight into the ageing brain. 

Aging may weaken or strengthen the relationship between CST mi-

rostructure and dexterous hand use. On the one hand, it is possible

hat this brain-function association weakens with age because both, the

icrostructure of the corticospinal tract and dexterity, are susceptible

o age-related changes. For instance, FA in the CST peaks relatively

ate and is believed to reach maturity in the 30s ( Lebel et al., 2012 ).

anual dexterity, based on the performance on the Purdue Pegboard

ask, has been shown to significantly decline in the 60s Bowden and

cNulty (2013) . The diverging rates of development may result in a

eaker link between the CST and dexterity in older individuals. From a

ore theoretical perspective, predictions can be made based on models

orrowed from the neighbouring field of cognitive neuroscience. For in-

tance, it has been suggested that ageing is accompanied by a reduction

n hemispheric asymmetry of brain activations associated with cognitive

unctions Cabeza (2002) . Support for the HAROLD model (Hemispheric

symmetry Reduction in OLDer adults) comes from a body of functional

euroimaging studies, particularly of memory and executive functions

for review, see ( Eyler et al., 2011 )). If extrapolating beyond cognition,

his would predict a decrease in hemispheric asymmetry in corticospinal

ract microstructure in older adults in relation to manual motor func-

ion. On the other hand, decades-worth of practicing dexterous skills

n the dominant hand, but not the other, may drive experience-driven

lasticity in the CST. Decades of asymmetry in dexterous activities may,

herefore, strengthen the asymmetry in CST microstructure. This would,

n turn, suggest that the association between asymmetries in these two

omains is preserved in ageing individuals. 

In this study, we aimed to test whether the findings reported by

ngstmann and colleagues (2016) , namely that right-left asymmetry in

exterity scaled proportionally with the right-left asymmetry of frac-

ional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD) between the left and

ight CST, could be extended to late adulthood (60 + years of age). Fur-

her, given the lack of characterisation of manual dexterity in older

dults, we also tested the effects of age and sex on dexterity. 

. Methods 

.1. Study sample 

The sample was drawn from the LIve active Successful Ageing (LISA)

tudy, a randomised controlled trial of a one-year resistance-training in-

ervention, which is described in detail elsewhere ( Eriksen et al., 2016 ).

ISA participants were 451 community-dwelling adults aged between

2–70 years. Participants underwent a battery of tests before (base-

ine) and after (year 1) a year-long intervention and will continue to

e followed-up for up to 10 years. The LISA study inclusion criteria in-

luded independent living and performing less than 1hr/week of stren-

ous exercise. Individuals were excluded if diagnosed with a current se-

ere unstable medical disease (e.g., active cancer), musculoskeletal dis-

ases that could inhibit training, or current use of medication that could

nfluence the effects of training (e.g., androgens). For our present anal-

sis, we further excluded participants who were left-handed, reported
2 
 diagnosis of a neurological disorder, or displayed significant artifacts

n their MRI scans, resulting in a final sample size of n = 199. In the

resent analysis, we included the first time-point at which participants

ompleted the circle drawing task. The circle drawing task was intro-

uced as an additional measure after data collection had started. As a

esult, 55.3% of included participants completed this measure at base-

ine, while 44.7% only did so at the first follow-up (year 1). 

The LISA study received ethical approval from the Ethical Commit-

ees of the Capital Region of Denmark (No. H-3-2014-017) and the Dan-

sh Data Protection Agency. It complied with the declaration of Helsinki

nd was registered on clinicaltrials.gov (NCT02123641). 

.2. Measurements 

.2.1. Circle drawing 

Participants performed a circle drawing task with their right and

eft hands. Participants were instructed to continuously draw concen-

ric superimposed circles at a constant speed, while keeping the ulnar

art of the hand resting on the table. Circles were first drawn with the

ight hand in a clockwise direction for 10 s, and then with the left hand

n a counterclockwise direction for 10 s. A pressure sensitive digitis-

ng tablet (WACOM Intuos4 large PTK-840, Wacom Technology Corpo-

ation, Vancouver, WA, USA) recorded the writing trace that was pro-

uced by the tip of the pen at a sample rate of 200 Hz ( Fig. 1 ). Using CS-

in software (v10.05; MedCom, Germany), these traces were then auto-

atically segmented into consecutive up-and-down strokes, from which

he kinematics of the movement was derived. This method employs a

on-parametric kernel estimation to calculate movement derivates, in-

luding velocity and frequency of the drawing strokes Marquardt and

ai (1994) . Further, the coefficient of variance for peak drawing ve-

ocity was calculated to denote variability of movement (CV = standard

eviation/mean). Lower CV values for peak drawing velocity are in-

icative of less variability in circle drawings and, accordingly, of more

roficient circle drawing movements. 

As a measure of asymmetry, the laterality indices for CV (LI cv ) and

requency (LI freq ) were calculated: 

 𝐼 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞 = 

( 

𝐹 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐 𝑦 𝑅𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 − 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑 − 𝐹 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐 𝑦 𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑡 − 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑 

𝐹 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐 𝑦 𝑅𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 − 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑 + 𝐹 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐 𝑦 𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑡 − 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑 

) 

𝑥 100 

egative LI values are indicative of higher proficiency of movement in

he left hand, while positive values suggest a higher proficiency with

he right hand. 

.3. Magnetic Resonance imaging 

.3.1. MRI acquisition 

Whole-brain MRI scans were acquired at the Danish Research Cen-

re for Magnetic Resonance (DRCMR) on a 3T TX Philips Achieva Scan-

er MRI scanner (Philips Healthcare) using a 32-channel head coil. 3D

1-weighted images were acquired over 244 slices with isotropic vox-

ls of 0.85 mm 

3 (TR = 9.3, TE = 2.7 ms, 288 × 288 matrix, and flip

ngle = 8°). DWI scans were also acquired (EPI with SENSE factor 2,

R/TE = 9265/85 ms, 112 × 112 matrix, 66 slices, isotropic voxel size

 × 2 × 2 mm 

3 , 62 uniformly distributed directions at b = 1000 s/mm 

2 

nd 1 at b = 0 s/mm 

2 ). Two additional volumes were collected at b = 0

ith reverse phase-encoding directions used to correct for susceptibility

rtefacts. 

.3.2. MRI data processing 

MRI data were pre-processed using tools from the FMRIB Software

ibrary (FSL v6.0.1; ( Woolrich et al., 2009 )). DWI images were cor-

ected for susceptibility artefacts using the ‘topup’ tool and reverse

hase-encoded images as reference ( Smith et al., 2004 ) and for sub-

ect motion and eddy currents using ‘eddy’ Andersson and Sotiropou-

os (2016) . Voxel-wise statistical analysis of the DTI data was carried

ut using Tract-Based Spatial Statistics (TBSS; Smith et al (2006) ). First,
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Fig. 1. Panel (a) depicts the ROIs of the corti- 

cospinal tract. On the left, the ROIs are overlaid 

on the mean FA skeleton and the corresponding 

sagittal and coronal slices of the standard MNI- 

152 template. On the right, a smoothed 3D vi- 

sualisation of the left and right ROIs within a 

rendering of the MNI-152 template. Panel (b) 

illustrates the digitizing tablet used to collect 

the circle drawing data, as well as an example 

of left- and right-handed circle-drawings and 

the up-and-down strokes calculated from their 

respective hand traces. 
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d  
A images were created by fitting a tensor model to the raw diffusion

ata using the linear method with DTIFIT. All subjects’ FA data were

hen aligned into a common space using the nonlinear registration tool

NIRT ( Andersson et al., 2007 ), which uses a b-spline representation of

he registration warp field. Next, the mean FA image was created and

hinned to create a mean FA skeleton which represents the centres of all

racts common to the group. The mean FA skeleton was thresholded at

A > 0.25. In order to test for asymmetries in the diffusion metrics, a

ymmetric FA skeleton was derived by restricting the original skeleton

o the areas that are sufficiently close to being symmetric (tbss_sym).

ach subject’s aligned FA data was projected onto this skeleton. The

onlinear warps and skeleton projection stages were then applied to the

ean diffusivity (MD) images. 

The CST was manually traced on the symmetric skeleton, following

he methods outlined in Angstmann et al 2016 ( Fig. 1 ). Briefly, ROIs

ere drawn to include the white matter underlying the hand knob and

he corresponding sensorimotor cortex. Below the level of the corpus cal-

osum, the ROI was guided by probabilistic information from the JHU

hite matter tractography atlas available in FSLview ( Hua et al., 2008 ).

oxels inferior to MNI slice z = -14 were excluded. Each ROI contained

848 voxels. The MD values of three participants were high, exceeding

.0008 mm 

2 /s, suggesting that CSF or lesions may have contributed to

he MD measure due to partial volume effects ( Koo et al., 2009 ). Upon

nspection, these three participants presented significant structural le-

ions in areas overlapping the ROI and were therefore excluded from

he study ( Fig. 2 ). 

.3.3. Sample characteristics and covariates 

Age, sex and years of full-time education were recorded for all partic-

pants at the time of assessment. Handedness was established by asking

articipants to state their dominant hand. 

.4. Statistical analyses 

Statistical analyses were performed in RStudio version 1.3.1056

 RStudio Team, 2020 ), running on R version 4.0.2 ( R Core Team, 2020 ),

ith the psych Revelle (2018) , BayesFactor ( Morey and Rouder (2018)

nd ggplot2 ( Wickham and Sievert, 2016 ) packages. 
3 
Mean and standard deviations of all outcome measure are reported

or descriptive purposes. Two-tailed paired t-tests were performed to test

hether the difference between right and left metrics significantly dif-

ered from zero. QQPlots were visually inspected to test for deviations

rom a normal distribution. Linear models were applied to examine the

elationship between age, sex, dexterity and DTI metrics (FA and MD).

aterality in the circle drawing performance and ROI measures was ex-

mined using multiple linear regression models. To replicate the anal-

ses reported by Angstmann and colleagues (2016) , linear regression

ere conducted with the laterality indices from the circle drawing task

s dependent variables and the laterality indices from the CST as pre-

ictors. Models were then repeated to include age, sex and whole hemi-

phere white matter asymmetry as covariates. The statistical threshold

or significance was set at 0.025, to accommodate a Bonferroni correc-

ion for testing two different DTI outcomes. 

In post-hoc analyses, we applied a Bayesian framework to comple-

ent our interpretation of the relationship between asymmetries in cir-

le drawing and DTI metrics of the CST. Using default priors and 1000

terations, four univariate Bayesian regressions were conducted, one for

ach combination of circle drawing and DTI metrics ( LI CV or Freq ~ LI of

ST FA or MD ). In line with evidence categories proposed by Wetzels and

olleagues (2011) , Bayes Factors (BF 01 ) above 3 were interpreted as

oderate evidence for the null hypothesis ( H 0 ): that the laterality index

f circle drawing measures ( LI freq and LI CV ) does not vary as a function

f asymmetry in the CST. 

In an exploratory analysis, we tested whether the asymmetry in cir-

le drawing performance was associated with asymmetry elsewhere in

he white-matter skeleton using a voxel-based analysis. We examined

ssociations between the asymmetry indices from the circle drawing

ask, LI cv and LI freq , and the left-right skeletons of FA and MD acquired

rom tbss_sym. For this, a generalised linear model was applied us-

ng randomise (5000 permutations), a tool for permutation-based non-

arametric testing ( Winkler et al., 2014 ), with age and sex as covari-

tes. Thresholding was carried out using TFCE (threshold-free cluster

nhancement)( Smith and Nichols, 2009 ) and clusters were assessed for

ignificance at p < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons across space.

Finally, post-hoc analyses using general linear models were con-

ucted to compare the obtained outcomes with those from a sample of
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Fig. 2. Flow chart of sample selection. 
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O  
dolescents that had completed the same circle drawing task. For this,

he previously published data from 52 participants (age range: 11–16

ears) were obtained ( Angstmann et al., 2016 ). 

. Results 

The 199 participants included in our analyses had a mean age of

6.9 ± 2.5 years. The sample was predominantly female (60.3%) and, on

verage, had 14.6 ± 2.0 years of full-time education. Fig. 3 summarises

he distribution of DTI and kinematic data in histograms. The DTI data

rovided evidence for an asymmetry of CST microstructure. Within the

ST ROI, 3 out of 4 participants showed a negative right-left laterality

ndex for FA (74.3% of sample) and 9 out of 10 participants showed a

ositive laterality index for MD (89.9% of sample). These findings are

ompatible with higher FA and lower MD values in the left CST relative

o the right CST. Most participants also showed a right-hand advantage

n the circle drawing task. The majority of participants showed a lower

V of peak drawing velocity (LI CV : 69.8% of sample) and a higher stroke

requency ( LI freq : 80.4% of sample) for right-hand circle drawing. 

At the group level, the variability of peak drawing velocity showed

n asymmetric distribution with a rightward tail of the distribution for

oth, right-hand and left-hand circle drawing ( Fig. 3 ). Forty-one partic-

pants had a CV above 0.5 during circle drawing with the right or left

and, indicating extreme variability of peak drawing velocity during

ircle drawing. We excluded the circle drawing data from these partici-

ants with highly variable drawing performance from the presented lin-

ar models. Paired t-tests confirmed that the mean difference between

ight and left DTI and circle drawing metrics all significantly differed

rom 0 (all p < 0.001; Appendix 1). In an post-hoc analysis, we exam-

ned group differences between excluded participants and the remaining

ample. The excluded sub-sample did not differ from included partici-

ants in terms of age or years of education, but had a smaller proportion

f female participants (see Appendix 2). 

The laterality indices of microstructural DTI and circle drawing met-

ics did not vary with age within the age range covered by the sample

all p > 0.05; Fig. 4 ). Only the laterality index of FA differed between
4 
exes. Female participants showed a larger difference between right and

eft mean FA of the CST than male participants ( b = -0.36, p = 0.013). As-

ociations between contralateral pairs of CST microstructure and circle

rawing (e.g., FA of left CST and CV of right-hand circle drawing) were

ot significant (Appendix 3). This remained the case when including age

nd sex as covariates. 

.1. Association between asymmetry in dexterity and CST microstructure 

Asymmetries in FA and MD did not significantly predict the laterality

ndex of either outcome from the circle drawing task ( Table 1 ). This was

lso the case for female- and male-only sub-groups (Appendix 4). 

For regression models predicting LI freq , the Bayes factors indicated

he data was more likely to occur under the null hypothesis than in

he models with LI FA ( BF 01 = 5.49) or LI MD ( BF 01 = 5.38) as predictors.

ith LI CV as the dependent variable, univariate regressions with LI FA 

 BF 01 = 5.48) or LI MD ( BF 01 = 5.48) as predictors resulted in Bayes Fac-

ors that suggest that the data are approximately 5 times more likely to

ccur under the null hypothesis. Overall, across outcome measures, the

ayes factors indicated moderate evidence in favour of the null hypoth-

sis. 

.2. Voxelwise analysis of the entire white matter skeleton 

Voxelwise analysis were applied to test whether asymmetries else-

here in the white matter skeleton were associated with asymmetries

n the circle drawing task. No significant clusters were observed. 

.3. Comparison with sample of adolescents 

In a post-hoc analysis, we obtained the data from the

ngstmann et al. (2016) paper in order to compare the perfor-

ance between the younger (HUBU, age range: 11–16 years) and older

LISA, age range: 60-72 years) cohorts. The HUBU sample consisted of

2 right-handed adolescents, with 18 male and 34 female participants.

n average, the relation between MD and FA values in the right and left
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Fig. 3. Distribution of laterality indices ob- 

served in the corticospinal tract (CST) frac- 

tional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity 

(MD) and circle drawing metrics. MD values 

are scaled (x1000). 

Table 1 

Linear regression models predicting laterality in the circle drawing task (LI freq and LI CV ) with right–left asymmetry of fractional anisotropy (FA) and 

mean diffusivity (MD) in the corticospinal tract (CST). 

Circle drawing metric DTI metric CST LI Age Sex a LI WH Adjusted R 2 

ß p ß p b p ß p 

LI freq FA 0.029 0.717 – – – – – – -0.006 

FA b 0.011 0.897 -0.046 0.568 0.131 0.437 0.136 0.111 -0.005 

MD -0.002 0.978 – – – – – – < 0.001 

MD b 0.003 0.973 -0.035 0.654 0.080 0.628 -0.015 0.861 -0.021 

LI CV FA 0.030 0.711 – – – – – – -0.006 

FA b 0.028 0.731 0.103 0.203 -0.082 0.630 -0.004 0.967 -0.013 

MD 0.032 0.714 – – – – – – -0.006 

MD b 0.020 0.835 0.106 0.198 -0.078 0.653 0.024 0.790 -0.013 

LI WH, Laterality index of FA or MD across whole hemisphere. 
a Positive coefficient reflects higher values for females. 
b Models included age, sex and LI WH as covariates. 

h  

(  

d

 

f  

h  

i  

t  

m  

H  

a  

i

emispheres were comparable between the younger and older cohorts

 Fig. 5 ). Accordingly, the right-left asymmetry of CST microstructure

id not significantly differ between the HUBU and LISA cohort. 

In the circle drawing task, participants in the younger cohort per-

ormed the drawings at a higher frequency with both right- and left-

ands (all p < 0.001). This was particularly evident for the right dom-
5 
nant hand for which stroke frequency showed a marked reduction in

he older cohort. In contrast to the microstructural metrics, the asym-

etry indices differed between groups. Adolescent participants in the

UBU sample displayed greater right-left hand advantage in frequency

nd CV than the LISA cohort, indicating reduced asymmetry in dexterity

n older participants ( Fig. 5 ). 
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Fig. 4. Scatter plots of the linear relationships 

between unilateral corticospinal tract (CST) 

DTI (FA and MD) metrics and circle draw- 

ing (CV and Frequency) outcomes, their cor- 

responding laterality indices, and age and sex. 

MD values are scaled (x1000). For each uni- 

variate linear regression, the corresponding 

standardised coefficient (ß) and p -value (p) is 

given. In the linear models with sex as a pre- 

dictor, the unstandardised coefficient (b) is re- 

ported. 

Fig. 5. On the left-hand side, histograms illus- 

trate the age range for the HUBU and LISA co- 

horts. DTI (FA and MD) and circle drawing (fre- 

quency and CV) measures from both cohorts 

are presented in violin plots, both unilaterally 

and their corresponding laterality indices. For 

each univariate linear model, the correspond- 

ing unstandardised coefficient (b) and p -value 

(p) is given. Between-group comparisons of ab- 

solute FA and MD values were not conducted 

due to between-study differences in MRI scan- 

ners and sequence parameters. MD values are 

scaled (x1000). 

4
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. Discussion 

We tested whether the relationship between asymmetry in CST mi-

rostructure and fluent circle drawing, previously observed in ado-

escents ( Angstmann et al., 2016 ), was preserved in older adults.

sing well-established DTI-based metrics, we found no evidence for

n association between asymmetries of microstructure in the CST

nd asymmetries in dexterity. Further, while the aim to replicate
6 
ngstmann et al. (2016) ’s analysis prescribed a frequentist method, we

omplemented our findings with a Bayesian approach. Overall, we found

oderate evidence in favour of the null hypothesis, namely that right-

eft asymmetries in CST microstructure did not predict right > left ad-

antage in a simple circle drawing task. In the following sections, we

rst discuss the microstructural and behavioural findings separately and

hen, comment on the absence of a relationship between CST microstruc-

ure and circle drawing ability in our older sample. 
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The degree of asymmetry in CST microstructure did not significantly

iffer between the younger (aged 11 to 16 years) and older (aged 62 to

0 years) samples, suggesting that age effects on CST microstructure

re similarly expressed in left and right CST. This is in contrast to pre-

ictions made based on the HAROLD model, borrowed from the field

f cognitive neuroscience, which suggests a reduction of hemispheric

symmetry in relation to (cognitive) behaviour ( Cabeza, 2002 ). In terms

f sex differences in the older sample, we observed that female partic-

pants showed greater FA asymmetry in the CST, with a LI indicative

f a stronger left side advantage. This effect was driven by a small dif-

erence in the right hemisphere: On average, men had higher FA in the

ight CST than women (Appendix 5). This pattern of results adds to an

nclear body of literature regarding sex differenes in CST microstruc-

ure, as previous studies have reported no sex differences in DTI metrics

f the CST ( Inano et al., 2011 ), as well as higher FA in both right and left

STs of males ( Ritchie et al., 2018 ). Given the differing age ranges of

he studied samples (e.g. 44–77 years in Ritchie et al. (2018) and 25–85

ears in Inano et al. (2011) ), it is possible that sex-related right-left dif-

erences in CST microstructure may be expressed differently in females

nd males across the lifespan. 

The circle drawing task is suited to probe age associated reduction

n dexterity, because the task requires a high level of skill and automa-

ion. Further, the task’s short duration and simple instructions makes

t suitable for samples of varying ages and health statuses. The pen-

il has to be pressed onto the drawing board and moved in a fast and

tereotyped fashion, requiring an efficient synchronisation of the fingers

olding the pencil. In comparison to the younger sample, the older sam-

le showed a marked decrease in stroke frequency in the circle drawing

ask, particularly in the dominant right hand. These findings extend pre-

ious work on age-related decline in manual proficiency ( Bowden and

cNulty, 2013 ; Martin et al., 2015 ), suggesting that dexterous drawing

kill is already less efficient during late adulthood. While the time to

omplete a circle was prolonged, the variability of drawing velocity did

ot differ consistently between the two samples. This suggests that the

lder cohort was slower than the adolescent cohort, but the stability of

he motor innervation pattern from circle to circle was still relatively

table with the notable exception of a subgroup in whom velocity pro-

les were highly variable, as indexed by a high CV. Of note, we found no

ignificant effect of age on dexterity within the cohort of older adults.

his can be attributed to the relatively narrow age range of our sam-

le (60–72 years). Given the large inter-individual variability in task

erformance, a wider age range would be needed to detect significant

ge-related differences (e.g., 20–88 in Bowden and McNulty, 2013 ). 

While the degree of asymmetry in CST microstructure did not signifi-

antly differ between the younger (aged 11 to 16 years) and older (aged

0 to 72 years) samples, older participants showed a diluted right-hand

dvantage in the circle drawing task compared to the younger sample.

 weaker right-hand advantage at the group level was found for both

inematic metrics, stroke frequency and variability of peak velocity.

he right-left laterality indices for stroke frequency and variability also

panned a larger range in the older sample. This indicates a higher de-

ree of inter-individual variability regarding the right-hand advantage

or circle drawing during late adulthood. Together, the findings suggest

hat dexterous drawing movements with the preferred right hand are

ore sensitive to decline with age, because the level of skilled perfor-

ance is higher for the preferred hand at young age. 

Unlike in the younger sample ( Angstmann et al., 2016 ), our find-

ngs show no linear relationship between right-left asymmetries in CST

icrostructure and circle drawing in late adulthood. This lack of as-

ociation may reflect age-related changes in both brain structure and

exterous hand function, which are believed to occur at different rates.

urther, increased inter-individual variability is a common feature of

geing. Older adults show increased heterogeneity in measures of brain

tructure ( Nyberg et al., 2012 ) and cognitive function ( Ardila, 2007 ;

uczylowska & Petermann, 2016 ). The age-related increase in variabil-

ty noted in late adulthood is presumed to reflect increased differenti-
7 
tion and the accumulation of confounding factors over the life course

elson and Dannefer (1992) . For instance, increased variability due to

ge-related factors such as white matter lesions, global cortical atro-

hy and joint stiffness may influence and weaken the CST-dexterity re-

ationship. Since we also found no linear relation between contralat-

ral pairs of CST microstructure and circle drawing (e.g., FA of left CST

nd CV of right-hand circle drawing), we argue that normal variations

n microstructural properties of the CST may not be of major impor-

ance in determining velocity and automation of fluent circle drawing

uring late adulthood. Other components of the motor system such as

ortico-basal ganglia-thalamic and cortico-cerebello-thalamic sensori-

otor loops may be more relevant in securing motor proficiency. 

This study has some limitations. This study focused on one aspect of

exterity, the fast and automatic ability to produce coordinated move-

ents with one hand to grasp and control a tool. This dexterous skill

as probed using a unimanual circle drawing task. While this task was

ndeniably a test of manual proficiency, the observed lack of coupling

etween CST structure and function may not generalise to other manual

asks probing other aspects of unimanual or bimanual motor control.

urther studies using different measures of manual proficiency would

e needed to clarify whether a structure-function relationship between

ST microstructure and dexterity may still be expressed during late

dulthood for other aspects of manual proficiency. Further, only right-

anded adults were included in the present analysis. This reduced the

onfounding effects of handedness. As previously argued Andersen and

iebner (2018) , and also observed in our distribution of laterality in-

ices, a strong habitual preference for one hand (handedness) does not

ranslate to strong asymemtry in manual proficiency (dexterity). On the

ther hand, the focus on consistently right-handed individuals reduced

he generalisability of our findings to left-handed individuals. The study

herefore provides no insight into how handedness may impact on the

elationship between dexterity and CST. A combination of TBSS and

OI approaches was selected in order to directly replicate the methods

rom Angstmann and colleagues (2016) . It is worth noting, however,

hat other available methods, such as three-dimentional reconstructions,

ould provide even more detailed information on the tract of interest

 Steventon et al., 2016 ). Given that DTI is sensitive to both micro- and

acrostructure, it is not possible to disentangle the influence of axon

rajectory architecture from their microstructure on our FA measures.

ther methods, such as microscopic fractional anisotropy mapping, may

elp resolve this issue ( Andersen et al., 2020 ). While the comparisons

etween cohorts provide an informative snapshot of differences between

dolescents and older adults, they must be interpreted with caution. The

TI metrics from the two datasets have been collected using two differ-

nt MRI scanners (3T Philips Achieva vs. 3T Siemens Trio) and acquisi-

ion parameters which might have led to systematic differences in the

TI metrics. For this reason, we did not test the between-cohort differ-

nces in absolute MD and FA values. In contrast, the dexterity measures

ere obtained using the same task, tablet and movement derivatives,

nabling a direct comparison between the two studies. Further, cross-

ectional analyses comparing the young and old are not sufficient for the

nderstanding of ageing. As Raz and Lindenberger (2011) argued, “only

ime will tell ” – in other words, to study the passing of time (ageing) we

eed to allow time to pass (in a longitudinal design). Accordingly, LISA

articipants will continue to be followed-up for up-to 10 years. Once

his data is collected, it will be of interest to examine the trajectories of

hange in dexterity and its relationship with white matter microstruc-

ure over a 10-year period. 

. Conclusions 

With increasingly dexterous demands to our increasing ageing popu-

ation, we must better understand the relationship between brain struc-

ure and dexterity in late adulthood. The current study aimed to test

hether the association between the asymmetries in the corticospinal

ract and dexterity, previously shown in adolescents, could be replicated
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n older adults. Asymmetries in white matter microstructure of the CST

ere evident and comparable to the degree of lateralisation observed in

dolescence. Asymmetries in dexterity, as measured by a circle draw-

ng task, were evident, but to a lesser degree than in adolescents. Im-

ortantly, unlike in adolescence, the degree of lateralisation in manual

roficiency and CST microstructure were not associated. 
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